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Abstract—Without a reliable metering and communication infrastructure, the smart grid could become a catastrophe to national security and economy. A true smart grid infrastructure should detect all existing and predict future threats through intrusion detection methods. Smart grids are susceptible to various physical and cyber-attack as a result of communication, control and computation vulnerabilities employed in the grid. The paper provides a comprehensive study on types of threats and solutions on smart grid communication and metering infrastructures. As a part of this survey, the smart grid metering infrastructures susceptibilities and recommended remedial actions are identified. In addition, the paper details types of known attacks on existing metering infrastructure and defensive methodologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart Meters (SM) are significant components in Smart Grids (SG) that measure, gather and transmit information of the energy consumption at the distributed house-holds. Smart Metering System (SMS) along with the other smart devices in a household can act wisely in order to save power. Numerous literatures are being published describing a number of attacks against smart grid and its infra-structure [1], [2], [3], [4]. A group of researchers found that SMs used in Spanish Utilities have re-programmable memory chips and runs on flawed code. The only security level used in that SMs is symmetric AES-128 encryption scheme which is easy to break by brute-force-attack injecting malicious command. Once the Smart Meter is compromised, household power supply can be controlled by unauthorized persons, even that SM can be used as an entry point to launch attack against the power system by inserting “Network Worms”[5][6][7][8]. In 2012, an information security firm SecureState released an open-source frame work “Terminator” for security testing of SM. The Terminator program can communicate with the SMs having C12.19 communication protocol via ANSI type-2 optical probe with a serial interface [9]-[10]. In [11], authors report that a hacker was able to automatically detect and report the consumption information by SMs within short range of distance with an inexpensive RTL-SDR dongle. At the 28th Chaos Computing Congress hacker conference, German researchers were able to send incorrect energy data back to a utility company compromising the SMs [14]. Two hackers were able to hack the private keys of encrypted data in the onboard Firmware and using the meter’s unique identifier were able to transmit spoof messages back to utility company [12]. Energy fraud taking the leverage of badly implemented encryption was demonstrated in Hack in Paris 2014 where in one case old packets was successfully re-injected into the network and in another case Smart Meter string ID was replaced with funny one “Hack in Paris” [13].

Communication based attacks are classified based on the type of communication channels and protocols the SMs use to communicate with the Home Area Network (HAN), Neighborhood Area Network (NAN) and the SG. SMS can be breached through many entry points that may compromise data integrity and privacy [2]. The situation can be very dangerous, if the attacker gets access to the crypto key of all the smart meters of a utility by attacking the head-end and modifies the keys. At this point, attacker can interrupt the supply to thousands of consumers that can cause devastating effect on the livelihood, health, safety of people and business. A secured SMS should be able to do two things: 1) prevents most of the cyber/physical attack and 2) provide reasonable recovery/survivability mechanism. There are several motivations behind SM Attack [14]: 1) eavesdropping, 2) energy theft, 3) swanky attackers: The attacker may want to exhibit their ability or knowledge, 4) Active Attacker: Smart meter hacking may be part of larger blended terrorist attack on the whole power system, and 5) intrusive data management agencies. Attack on AMI can be mainly differentiated into two categories as attack on: 1) physical system and 2) communication system (see figure 1).

Several literatures have been published proposing different types of solutions to the problems that have been discovered. In [15], the working process of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) has been discussed. The technical and governance considerations for SM usage in day to day life have been investigated in [1] dealing with variety of concerns such as technology, and security costs and benefits using SMs. A survey on cyber security concerning the smart grid infrastructure was published in [16].

This paper is organized as follows: section II explains about the possible physical attacks; section III explain multiple types of communication system attacks on the SMS. Section IV describes the SM security framework and section V provides the conclusion of the paper.
II. **PHYSICAL ATTACKS**

Even though, researchers built several mechanisms and encryption systems to protect the data from the attackers, recent physical attack on the electrical sub-station (in California) raised an alarm on how existing physical systems are vulnerable [3]. According to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), an attack on just 9 out of more than 55,000 transmission substations all over the United States would push the whole country into darkness [4]. This threat might look feasible only for the large scale plants, but it is equally important to protect individual devices in the SG, as any vulnerability can have a cascading effect on the entire power system. As Smart Meters (SMs) are the connecting point between the utilities and the customers, it is a vital component by monitoring and transmitting the electrical usage parameters. If these equipment are viable for tampering, it could lead to disasters as grid operators lack the most basic and essential information on the power consumption at the distribution level [17].

![Figure 1. Classification of attacks on Smart Metering System](image)

**A. Tampering**

Tampering of metering can be intentional and unintentional modification of the equipment in such a way that it affects the normal functioning of the equipment. A recent study indicates that an average of $2000 is spent on recovering the tempering [18]. Figure 2 shows the different types of physical attacks that can be applied onto the SMS. Tampering can be done in different ways. Some of them are as follows:

1. Physical damage to the SM.
2. Manipulation of data on a local memory chip on-board the SM where different data, i.e., password mechanisms, encryption algorithms, and authentication keys related to SM, are stored [19].
3. Access to communication link. An access to fiber communication system can result in the failure of the SMs to communicate with the grid operators which is the fundamental task of a SM.

**Available solutions for Physical tampering**

As discussed earlier about the possibilities of how some of the physical attacks can happen on the AMI, it is also required to have some solutions for the known problems. In [17], authors proposed a AMI Intrusion Detection System to detect theft-related behaviors. Figure 2 provides possible solutions to a list of potential problems in AMI.

![Figure 2. Classification of different types of physical attacks](image)

The solutions to device and infrastructure tampering are as follows:

1. **Tamper-proof system**: The outer cover of meter should be durable and strong so that they can’t be damaged. All manufacturers should make sure that their SMs are safe against the known adversaries[19].
2. **Alarm Systems**: All the SMs must be equipped with sensors (heat, pressure etc...) so that whenever any kind of attack takes place on SM, the sensors can trigger some kind of sound alarms, E-mail or SMS alerts to the system operators and also the consumers.
3. **Self-Integrity systems**: A SM should be designed in such a way that it should self-erase all the data that is stored on the device’s local memory in parallel to sending SOS to the operators about the situation so that its integrity is protected [19].
4. **Physical locks**: All the SMs are to be physically locked so that they are not easily reachable other than the authorized personnel.
5. **Development cycle inspection**: The development cycle of firmware should be extremely security-focused with frequent walk-through and security assessment by third parties to identify any design and implementation flaw. It is possible to modify the firmware in the development cycle so that the SM can be compromised in later time. Even the firmware located in the flash memory can be reprogrammed by a skilled attacker having insider knowledge [3].

III. **COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ATTACKS**

SG refers to the conventional electrical power grid but with the capabilities of digital communications, controls, self-healing and decision making skills. There are a number of communication systems that are being utilized and can be utilized in future for connecting SMs. Some of them are wired communication systems while some are wireless systems. The references [20]-[21] surveyed the different types of communication systems and protocols available for SG and AMI. Based on this categorization of whether they are connected physically or not, methods of communication as divided as: 1) wired, and 2) wireless.
In the following sections, communication channels and corresponding attacking schemes which might be possible for specific communication channels are discussed.

A. Wired Communication Channels

“Wired” communication systems use physical links between different equipment providing channels of communication between them. Wired communication channels can be: 1) Power Line Carrier Communications (PLCC), and 2) Optical Fiber Communication (OFC)

1) Power Line Carrier Communication (PLCC)

PLCC can be defined as a technology which uses the already laid electrical conductors as a medium to transmit digital signals from one place to another assuming that both of the places are equipped with the corresponding technology [22][23].

Advantages of PLCC:
1. Supports Substation and Grid Control Functions (SCADA)
2. Communicates over power lines
3. Short/long distance transmission can be achieved with less interference

2) Optical Fiber Communication

The method of transmitting information through an optical fiber using light as a medium is called OFC.

Advantages of OFC:
1. It is almost impossible to tap a signal being sent on a fiber without physically cutting it because the fibers have no effect of electro-magnetic fields. Also, because of non-conductivity, cables are almost passive to any kinds of interferences [21].
2. High-band width and ease of installation

Attacks on SMs through PLCC:

Power lines are generally left exposed and they are not covered. Any attacker with portable equipment such as current transformer can extract information tapping high frequency waves. The other drawback in PLCC is that the information transmitted from SM is not encrypted. As the information is in plaintext format, once connected and isolated, information will be directly available for the attacker.

Available solutions:
1. Cryptography: All the SM manufacturers should implement privacy and integrity controls to protect SM data which needs to be confidential [24].

Attacks on SMs through OFC:

1. In-band Jamming is the technique of using a high power transmitter to kill the signal on an OFC cable. It can perform different things such as degrade the strength of the signal or completely kill it.
2. Out-of-band Jamming is another kind of technique which exploits crosstalk in optical components. Any adversary who knows the optical amplifier bands can inject signals at different wavelengths but within the amplifier pass band. Thus, without detecting the attack, gain is provided to each signal which would corrupt the signal completely.

3. Using of Splitters and Couplers, one can tap into the system without actually breaking it.

Available Solutions:
1. Power Detection and Intrusion Detection Systems: Whenever a jamming attack happens, the power of the signal at the receiver would increase rather than getting attenuated; A threshold detector. Intrusion detection systems are generally available for data layer protection. But the little known fact is that there are systems which can offer some protection for physical layer taps too.

B. Wireless communication systems

Wireless communication networks are used with SMs to communicate between SM and control center and also between the SM and the devices serving under the smart meter. Types of wireless communication protocols are shown in figure 2. Table 1 describes the different types of wireless communication systems available, their advantages, disadvantages and available solutions for the concerned problems.

IV. SM security Framework

A. Smart Meter Security Requirements:

Unified system level security framework for SM needs a collaborative effort. All the stakeholders related to SM should work in unison and close collaboration to make system more secured. Stakeholders associated SM data can be categorized as 1) Customers 2) Grid Operators 3) Energy Providers 4) Billing Companies 5) Third party value added services 6) Government agencies [23]. Each stakeholder has its own security requirements. The sensitive objects that need protection in SMs are 1) Smart Meter Readings 2) Control Commands of SMs 3) Bill Information 4) Customer’s personal information [14]. Based on these different stakeholder and sensitive objectives, the security requirements of SMs can be classified as: 1) confidentiality, 2) Integrity and Availability, and 3) Non-Repudiation.

1. Confidentiality

Confidentiality is considered a synonym to privacy that ensures that SM readings, and commands do not fall into the wrong hands. The only way that the utilities can increase the confidentiality of consumers on the usage of SMs is through addressing the privacy and security concerns. A few concerns have been addressed in [25]. A Privacy Preserving Metering and Aggregation (PPMA) system is one of the most important security concerns for SM. In [26], an approach on preserving the privacy of SM data with multiple data consumers is presented. A 15 minute sampling period for SM data collection is sufficient enough to predict what’s happening in a household [27]. Privacy preserving issues may come from Automatic Appliance Control (AAC) or Demand Response (DR) domains [28]. Available PPMA techniques can be grouped as 1) battery, 2) Cryptographic Schemes 3) Anonymity and 4) Disturbance. The rechargeable battery based approach uses different algorithms to...
mask the appliance usage signature of the end user. Researches related to PPMA with Cryptographic Schemes include homomorphic encryption, Secure Multiparty Communication (SMPC) [31], Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [28] in cryptographic domain. Anonymity is achieved by assigning pseudonymous identifier (ID) to the SM rather than its unique ID through trusted escrow service. The idea behind addition of disturbance in the SM reading to enhance its privacy lies on certain random disturbance.

The first work on PPMA was done by Garcia and Jacobs [32] where they used a combination of Paillier’s additive homomorphic encryption on aggregated energy consumption data. Human factor aware PPMA was considered in [31], where the authors have proposed a basic scheme and an advance scheme to hide the human activity information from the aggregated meter readings. A dynamic Programming framework was adopted in [33] to mask the energy usage pattern through battery charging and discharging. An attribute-based encryption (ABE) key variant based on existing cryptographic primitives was suggested in [28] for the design and implementation of privacy preserving protocol. Confidentiality of SM data stored in cloud storage was studied in [34]. A privacy preserving range query (PaRQ) scheme was applied over the encrypted metering data so that only the authorized requester can request a query. Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature based linkable anonymous credential protocol was constructed in [35] to provide privacy as well as the security properties of authentication and traceability of faulted SM. Taking the advantage of enhanced network coding technology, [36] looks into the problem of privacy considering the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) aspect where anonymity, un-linkability, undetectability and un-observability of communications were addressed.

While designing privacy aware SM systems, computationally expensive cryptosystems should be avoided as there are limitations of bandwidth and computational capacity.

2. Integrity and Availability:

Integrity and availability are intertwined in such a way that if one is compromised, the other will follow. The best way to defend integrity and availability in SM is lightweight strong encryption and authentication system. The key Management Schemes (KMS) which have been designed for IT systems are not suitable for use in SMS due to the reason [37] that SMS and AMI are heterogeneous networks having interconnected devices with different computation, storage and communication capability. In SMs, KMS must accommodate these imbalances along with the feature of high reliability and scalability. A Diffie-Hellman (DH) exchange based lightweight message authentication scheme was presented in [38] for the secure communication of the SMs which are distributed at different hierarchical network in Smart Grid communication framework. The authors in [39] proposed a novel KMS combining Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol based symmetric key technique and elliptic curve public key technique to eliminate the known threats including man-in-the-middle attack and the replay attack. However, it is shown in [40] that the KMS proposed in [39] is susceptible to man-in-the-middle attack. A key distribution protocol for Smart Grid network was introduced in [40] using trusted third party. In order to maintain confidentiality and integrity of messages exchanged between SMs and its stakeholders, a key management scheme based on Physically Un-cloneable Function (PUF) technology was proposed in [41] for hardware based authentication of smart meters and efficient key management. Key graph based key management framework was constructed in [42] with three different key management process keeping in mind the storage and computational constraints of SMs. [37] identifies that the KMS proposed in [43] suffers from de-synchronization attack and lacks scalability due to inefficient key management. Combining the techniques of identity-based crypto-system and efficient key tree, a scalable key management (SKM) was proposed in [37].

3. Non-Repudiation

Non-Repudiation can be seen as a subset of authentication where the origin of data, command can be assured with high degree of probability. In [44], a mutual inspection strategy was presented to resolve this issue between SM and data aggregator though it does not consider the case of data communication between SM and home appliance. Both of these issues were addressed in [45], where two separate accountable
communication protocols were used based on peer review strategy.

B. Smart Meter Intrusion Detection Scheme:

Intrusion Detection Scheme (IDS) is the second line of defense against SM security threats after the deployed security mechanism fail to protect them. Depending on the detection criteria of intrusion in SM, two kinds of IDS can be designed. They are, specification based and anomaly based. [30] classifies IDS as Host based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) and Network Based Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). In the context of SM, HIDS will provide protection in a certain SM or HAN and NIDS will provide protection for NAN or WAN. By embedding the temporal behavior of attacks in neural network, [46] proposed an IDS to maximize the detection rate of probe or reconnaissance attack which tries to steal information from a network. Anomaly in network traffic is a strong indication of network intrusion. Intense researches are going on in applying machine learning applications in IDS as they can provide useful information about compromised SMs. An unsupervised IDS was developed in [47] where network traffic datasets were automatically labeled. Then a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based approach was used to process those labeled traffic to generate the most appropriate intrusion detection results. [48] uses a particle swarm optimization technique in IDS. SM data are collected by data aggregator where the data are stored in a database. Based on the matrix concept, malicious data transaction assessment in database was proposed in [49]. A cunning attack on SM may alter the network traffic in such a way that it may seem normal to data aggregator. Under this scenario, a collective anomaly detection procedure is required for IDS. If a SM is compromised, it’s better to sandbox that SM so that the attack cannot spread beyond that not SM. A suite of inspection algorithm were proposed in [50] to explore the malicious meter inspection (MIM) problem. [14] Classifies energy theft detection schemes in three categories: classification based, state based and game theory based. Many vendor specific threat detection mechanisms are also in place to detect SM security threat. Network Compliance Manager (NCM) of Cisco can work throughout a multivendor network infrastructural to identify, manage and counter security threats by configuration management and software change [51]. HP ArcSight ESM has a fraud detection rule which looks for any unexpected reading or possible SM tampering [34].

V. CONCLUSION:

As more and more utilities are adapting for Smart Meter technologies, security concerns are increasing day by day. The conventional security mechanisms for hardware, cyber space, and communication network are not adequate enough for SMS as they have additional set of constraints, such as limited memory and processing power, heterogeneous network architecture and physical exposure of the SM. The different aspects of security vulnerabilities of SM with its solutions, limitations, and future scopes are discussed in this paper. To effectively thwart attacks on SM, security solutions for SM should be designed considering the constraints associated with SMS and power system as these SMs are part broader smart grid infrastructure.
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